White Paper

Staying ahead in the
digital world
Outdated laptops may be slowing down your business by reducing employee productivity
and increasing exposure to increasingly advanced security threats

Executive Summary
Laptop PCs purchased five years ago may have satisfied

frustration with both the company and business tools.

the business needs at that time, but may no longer

In this white paper, we compare specific performance

promote productivity efficiencies required today. We

and technology attributes of an 8th Generation Intel®

believe there is an important relationship between laptop

Core™ processor-based Razer Blade Stealth laptop

PC capability and output efficiency within the knowledge-

(latest generation laptop) with a 7th Generation Intel®

based workforce. Time spent waiting for laptop PCs

Core™ processor-based Dell® XPS 13 Laptop (previous

to start-up and shutdown, slow application response,

generation laptop) and a 3rd Generation Intel® Core™

short battery life, excessive weight and older security

processor-based HP® EliteBook 8470p (5-year-old

feature set, can reduce productivity and create employee

laptop).
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The comparison between the 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop and 3rd Generation Intel® Core
processor-based laptop shows triple digit2 performance gains and significant performance improvements with media
related tasks:

Triple Digit
8th Generation
Performance Gains
Over 3rd Generation1,2

8th Generation
Performance Gains
Over 7th Generation3

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and
MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results
to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that
product when combined with other products. For more information go to www.intel.com/benchmarks. Benchmark results were obtained prior to implementation of recent
software patches and firmware updates intended to address exploits referred to as “Spectre” and “Meltdown”. Implementation of these updates may make these results
inapplicable to your device or system.

Our comparison of the 8th Generation Intel® Core™

Based on our findings, we believe there is potential for

processor-based laptop and 7 Generation Intel Core

significant productivity improvements when replacing

processor-based laptop shows noteworthy performance

5-year-old laptops with the latest 8th Generation Intel®

improvement with the latest generation laptop.

Core™ processor-based laptop.

th
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Comparing Laptop Performance

Efficiency by definition influences productivity by
increasing or decreasing the amount of time required
to complete a task or sequence of tasks. It is important
to establish this causality when comparing laptop
performance. If laptop hardware and software can
complete specific functions in less time, thereby reducing
employee wait time, the resulting efficiency in time saved
provides the opportunity for employees to utilize their
time for other tasks. Businesses may benefit from this
productivity by reducing the labor required to complete
tasks and increasing the capacity to take on more work
without proportionate increase in labor cost. We chose
to test a series of business tasks such as the time to

264%
Faster
Startupa

complete email functions in Microsoft* Outlook, edit
documents in Microsoft* Word, modify presentations in
Microsoft* PowerPoint, publish documents using Adobe*
InDesign, encode videos using Adobe* media encoder, and
human element functional testing to assess the potential
for productivity gains by replacing an older laptop with the
latest 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop.
We observed significant performance gains with the 8th
Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop over the
3rd Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop and
noteworthy gains with the 8th Generation Intel® Core™
processor-based laptop over the 7th Generation Intel®
Core™ processor-based laptop.

Stop Waiting for Laptop Start-up
The 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop start-up was 264% faster than
the 5-year-old laptop and 118% faster than the 7th Generation Intel® Core™ processorbased laptop. In productivity terms, if the laptop is only powered up once per day, that
implies spending 4h 15 minutes of productive time per year waiting for a 5-year-old
laptop PC to start-up.

Recover Productive Hours Lost to Slow PC
The 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop supported the completion of
a series of productivity tasks, including working with Microsoft Word, Outlook, Excel
and PowerPoint, 136% faster than the five-year-old laptop and 41% faster than the 7th
Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop. In productivity terms, if we apply the
productivity sequence completed for this test three times per day, this can imply saving
over 60hrs productivity time per year. In practice, this number would potentially be
larger based on the mix of productivity-related tasks completed in a workday.
Staying Ahead in the Digital World
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Publish Documents Faster

120%

Faster Document
Publishingd

The 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop supported document
exporting with Adobe* InDesign 120% faster than the five-year-old laptop. Exporting a
document is generally the final publishing step before release and may be completed
multiple times during an iterative development process. Using a conservative estimate
of two publishing exports per week, based on the file used for testing is applied, a
projected time savings of 14 hours per year can be estimated.

Accelerate Video Projects
The 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop supports video exporting
350% faster than the five-year-old laptop. Exporting a video from video editing software
can occur frequently during the development process as versions of the video being
produced are exported for review. Video exports can tie up application resources until
the export process is complete, which can result in additional time spent waiting for
the system instead of using that time for development. Using a conservative estimate
of three video exports per week, based on the project used for testing is applied, a
projected time savings of 29 hours per year can be estimated.

350%
Faster Video
Exporte

Regain Creative Time

108%
Faster Photo
Editingf;g

The 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop supports photo editing
108% faster than the five-year-old laptop. Applying specific batch-based processes
to images and exporting images in different layouts for review, can be considered
common photo editing functions. Using a conservative estimate of completing the
functions three times per week, based on the files used for testing, a projected time
savings of 13.5 hours per year can be estimated.

Transfer Files Faster
Using a wireless connection, the 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop
transferred a group of files to and from a network share 364% faster than the 5-year-old
laptop. We believe this is an important metric as it is associated with many file sharing

364%
Faster File
Transferh

functions that form part of the typical work day.

We believe there is a relationship between slow laptop PCs and reduced productivity where the laptop is required to
complete related tasks. It follows that time saved with a laptop refresh, can be allocated to completing productive work.
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Time(s)

Potential
Per Week
Instance

Total
Time (s)

Time
Saved (s)

Time Saved
(h)

8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop

3.06

5

795.60

15324.40

4.26

5-year-old laptop

62.00

5

16120.00

8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop

309.23

5

160799.60

218842.00

60.79

5-year-old laptop

730.08

5

379641.60

8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop

567.29

2

41979.46

50610.08

14.06

5-year-old laptop

1251.21

2

92589.54

8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop

271.50

4

30136.50

105505.50

29.31

5-year-old laptop

1222.00

4

135642.00

8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop

404.65

3

44916.59

48625.65

13.50

5-year-old laptop

842.72

3

93542.25

8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop

123.00

2

4216.80

33314.80

9.25

5-year-old laptop

573.20

2

9102.00

438907.64

131.17

Laptop Start-upa

Productivityc

Document Publishingd

Video Exporte

Photo Editingf and Image Processingg

File Copyh

Total

Up to 11 days of
business
productivity per year4

Up to 7 days of
content creation
productivity per year5

Applying these results to a business environment should make a compelling case to
replace 5-year-old laptop PC’s. For office productivity, grouping the Laptop Start-up,
Productivity, File Copy, and Document Publishing, results of up to 88 productive hours
saved annually – up to 11 days of productivity per year.

For content creation tasks excluding general productivity, grouping Laptop Start-Up,
Video Export, File Copy, and Photo Editing, the media focused results with laptop
start-up time can save up to 56 productive hours annually5.

We believe the actual time savings may be higher based on the number of business tasks that occur during a work
day such as starting up your system, opening and working on different applications, to name a few. The additional
time saved from employees waiting for their laptop to complete tasks and the potential to run new applications could
introduce an improved workflow and functionality features.
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Mobility Factors &
Considerations

We believe that thin-and-light laptops significantly
improve computing on the go.
A lighter laptop that consumes less space is more
mobile and should be easier to carry around.
The 5-year-old laptop is 2.4lbs heavier and
occupies almost 2.9 times more space than the 8th
Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop we
tested.
This may contribute to more efficient desk space usage, freedom to carry a new laptop in a simple folder or in a more
compact bag, improved business image with stylish laptops, and increased use of laptops while mobile based on the
compact, light form factor.
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New Technologies
& Capabilities
There are a number of new technologies that have been
introduced over the last 5 years. Many of these can have a
positive impact on laptop versatility and capability while improving
the overall laptop compute experience.

Laptop display technology has advanced significantly
in the last five years. Vivid 4K displays are available on
a wide range of systems. Working on a laptop screen
with higher resolution, higher pixel density, wider color
coverage and improved contrast ratio promotes an
improved digital workspace and better user experience.

Laptops with Thunderbolt™ 3 Technology deliver the fastest,
most versatile connection to any dock, display or data device. A
single-cable provides docking stations with charging, external
graphics, and peer-to-peer connection at 10 GbE speeds to
quickly transfer files between computers. Take advantage of
thinner designed notebooks and fewer connections without
compromising on performance and the versatility.

Built-in security adds a critical layer of protection to make
password logins, browsing, and online payments safe and
simple. Login by using your face or fingerprint for added
security that’s fast and hassle free. Store passwords,
personal information, and auto-fill information with one
master password.6
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Conclusion
Competitive differentiation has long been recognized as critical to business success. Efficient employee productivity
remains relevant whether differentiating on quality of service levels or product, creativity and innovation or price and
availability of products or services.
Whether your business relies on a few laptops or an entire laptop fleet to support employee productivity, each instance
where time is spent waiting for a task to complete, employees may become frustrated and unproductive. With older
laptops, systems can remain exposed to evolving malicious software attacks and may cause interferences where your
business loses throughput and falls behind. Understanding the potential and ultimate cost your company may incur
should be a compelling case for replacing older laptops with 8th Generation Intel Core Processor based laptops.
We believe, based on our research, that replacing an aging laptop fleet with laptops based on 8th Generation Intel® Core™
processors is an important contributor to increasing competitive advantage and staying ahead in the digital world.

HEADGEAR

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using
specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance
tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more information go to www.intel.com/benchmarks.
Benchmark results were obtained prior to implementation of recent software patches and firmware updates intended to address exploits referred to as “Spectre” and “Meltdown”. Implementation of these
updates may make these results inapplicable to your device or system.
The comparative analysis in this document was done by HeadGear Strategic Communications (Pty) Ltd and commissioned by Intel. Results have been simulated and are provided for informational purposes
only. Intel does not control or audit third-party benchmark data or the web sites referenced in this document. You should visit the referenced web site and confirm whether referenced data are accurate.
Intel, the Intel logo and Core, are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. * Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Copyright © 2017 HeadGear Strategic Communications (Pty) Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Appendix
Hardware Specifications
Product Detail

HP EliteBook

Dell XPS

Razer Blade Stealth

Model

Elitebook

XPS 13"

Razer Blade Stealth

Model number

8470p

9360

RZ09-0239

Processor

Intel® Core™ i5-3360M CPU

Intel® Core™ i7-7500U CPU

Intel® Core™ i7-8550U CPU

Processor Speed (GHz)

2.8

2.7

1.8/4 (Base/Turbo)

Storage (GB)

296.63 HHD

225.73 SSD

464.62 SSD

Cache

3 MB SmartCache

4 MB SmartCache

8 MB SmartCache

RAM

4 GB (3.87 Useable)

8 GB (7.88 Useable)

16 GB (15.9 Useable)

Operating System

Microsoft Windows 7 Pro

Microsoft Windows 10 Pro

Microsoft Windows 10 Pro

Battery

Li-ion; 6-cell; Capacity:
4400mAh; Voltage: 11.1V;
48.84Wh

Li-ion; 60Wh

Li-ion; 53.6Wh

Display Resolution

1366 x 768 x 40 hertz

3200 x 1800 x 59 hertz

3200 x 1800 x 59hertz

Graphics

Intel® HD Graphics 4000

Intel® HD Graphics 620 (Intel®
UHD Graphics 620)

Intel® UHD Graphics 620

Ports

2 x USB3, 1 xUSB, 1 x eSATA,
1 x Firewire, 1 x VGA, 1 x RJ45,
1 x SD, 1 x Display Port, 1 x
Headphones In, 1 x Mic In

2 x USB3, 1 x USB-C, 1
Headphone/Mic In, 1 x SD

2 x USB3, 1 x USB-C, 1
Headphone/Mic In, 1 x HDMI

Audio

Intel® Display Audio

Realtek Audio

Realtek High Definition Audio

Networking

LAN, Wifi

LAN(With external Adapter),
Wifi

LAN(With external Adapter),
Wifi

Software
Microsoft* Outlook

00265-80111-08655-AA156

Microsoft* Word

00265-80111-08655-AA156

Microsoft* PowerPoint

00265-80111-08655-AA156

Microsoft Edge HTML

16.16299

Microsoft Edge

41.16299.15.0

Adobe* Media Encoder CC

Version 12 Build 202

Adobe* Photoshop

Version 19.0

Adobe* InDesign

Version 13.01

VLC* Media Player

2.2.8 Weatherwax

Google* Chrome

63.0.3239.132 (Official Build) (64-bit)
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Formats and Sizes
Microsoft* Outlook

PST

12.26GB

Microsoft Word

DOC

119.5 MB

Microsoft PowerPoint

.PPT

56MB and

Adobe* Media Encoder

.MOV

106GB; Data Rate 98995 kbps; Frame Rate 30 fps, Audio Bit rate 1539 kbps, Audio
sample rate 44 kHz

Adobe* Photoshop

.NEF

56 Files 1.61GB

Adobe* InDesign

.INDD

1 File 1.36GB

Adobe* LightRoom

.jpg

5.83 GB; 2093 Files

Observed Performance Data Summary
HP EliteBook
7460

Dell XPS 13

Razer Blade
Stealth

Razer Blade
Stealth v.s. HP
EliteBook 7460

Razer Blade
Stealth v.s. Dell
XPS 13

Start-up

62s

37.18s

17.04s

264%

118%

Wakeup

18.17s

3.06s

3.06s

494%

Productivity Sequence

730.08s

436.14s

309.23s

136%

41%

Document Publishing

1251.21s

615.27s

567.29s

121%

8%

1222s

338.5s

271.5s

350%

25%

Photo Editing – Create
Contact Sheet

500.753s

307.326s

246.267s

103%

25%

Image Export

341.97s

203.76s

158.387s

116%

29%

421.3615s

255.543s

202.327s

108%

26%

967s

405s

283s

242%

43%

1435.28s

601s

402.37s

257%

49%

Control Test – Media Export

1028s

312s

201s

411%

55%

Control Test – Contact Sheet

500.753s

307.326s

246.267s

103%

25%

1st App Start-up – InDesign

120.68s

16.39s

11.72s

930%

40%

2nd -5th App Start-up –
InDesign

9.08s

6.99s

5.75s

58%

22%

1st App Start-up – Photoshop

52.32s

15.42s

11.8s

343%

31%

2nd -5th App Start-up –
Photoshop

10.7s

8.68s

6.31s

70%

38%

File Sharing

573.2s

123.01s

123.45s

364%

Weight

5.3lbs

2.9lbs

2.9lbs

Volume

169.3in3

51.2in3

58.6in3

Media Encoding

Photo Editing – Image
Processing
Simultaneous Load Test –
Media Export
Contact Sheet Export
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Performance Comparison Test Detail
We completed a series of tasks, recorded the time taken to complete the tasks and compared the results.
A. Laptop Start-up
a. Laptop connected to external power
b. Laptop configured with Microsoft* Outlook
c. No password applied for user login – this allowed start-up with less user intervention
d. Laptop in shutdown state (no suspend or sleep function used)
e. Time measured from power button press to Microsoft* Outlook launch and Outlook Today page rendered
B. Laptop Wake-up
a. Laptop connected to external power
b. Laptop configured with Microsoft* Outlook
c. No password applied for user login – this allowed start-up with less user intervention
d. Laptop in sleep state
e. Time measured from power button press to Microsoft* Outlook launch and Outlook Today page rendered
C. Productivity Test Sequence
This test comprised the completion of a series of tasks on each laptop. The steps were recorded and video with time-code used
to calculate timing more accurately. Each laptop was positioned in the same manner with the same keyboard, mouse and desktop
layout, to provide a consistent testing environment. The same script detailing tasks was followed in each instance:
a. Power on laptop
b. Login with credentials provided (pre-defined username & password for each system)
c. Complete Microsoft* Outlook tasks
i. Copy email database to the local system
ii. Add using File | Account Settings| Account Settings | Data Files | Add
iii. Open Microsoft* Outlook
iv. Select the Send & Receive tab
v. Click Work Offline
vi. Close Microsoft Outlook
vii. Open Microsoft* Outlook
viii. Click Inbox
ix. Click in the Search Current Mailbox dialogue box
x. Search for first email specified in script (The same email database should be used in all systems and all indexing confirmed complete)
xi. Wait for search to complete
xii. Locate email defined email
xiii. Double-click on email
xiv. Click Reply
xv. Type reply “Thank you for your email, I will review the presentation and send comments through shortly.”
xvi. Click File | Close and Yes to save changes
xvii. Search for second email specified in script (The same email database should be used in all systems and all indexing
confirmed complete. The second email should have a Microsoft* PowerPoint file attached)
xviii. Wait for search to complete
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xix. Locate email defined email
xx. Double-click on email
xxi. Double click on the Microsoft* PowerPoint attachment to open
xxii. Click File | Save and select My Documents as the storage location
xxiii. Close Microsoft* PowerPoint
d. Complete editing functions in Microsoft* Word and PowerPoint
i. Navigate to my documents folder
ii Open specified Microsoft* Word (Document created as part of the preparation, check File Definitions Table for more
detail)
iii Click Check for issues and wait until complete
iv. Click File | Save
v. Close Microsoft* Word
vi. Open specified Microsoft* PowerPoint file off network share (Document created and saved on network share as part of
the preparation, check File Definitions Table for more detail)
vii. Click View | Slide Sorter
viii. CTRL select the last three slides of the presentation and drag them to be positioned as the first three slides in the
presentation
ix. Double click on the first slide to return to Normal view
x. Double click an image on the slide
xi. Click Compress option in the Toolbar
xii. Deselect Apply only to this picture
xiii. Make sure Delete cropped areas of pictures is selected
xiv. Choose Web (150 ppi) and click OK
xv. Click File in the Toolbar
xvi. Click Check for Issues | Inspect Document and click to save file if prompted to do so
xvii. Ensure all inspection options are selected and click Inspect
xviii. Address items flagged in the inspection process (Results may vary depending on the file used, as long as the same
resolution is selected during every test, the results should be consistent)
xix. Click Close to close the inspection dialogue
xx. Click Save As and select My Documents as the file save location
xxi. Click on the drop-down list for file name and select PDF
xxii. Enter file name PDF_Save
xxiii. Click Save
xxiv. Save PDF
xxv. Close PowerPoint
e. Switch to Outlook
f.

Click Home | New Email

g. Add email subject “Updates for Review”
h. Add the following email body:
“Hi Simon,
Thank you for your email, I have attached the updated file.
Regards,
Chris”
i.

Click Attach File in the toolbar
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j.

Click Browse this PC, locate and double click the file PDF_Save document

k. Close email and click Yes to save as draft
l.

Ensure Microsoft* Outlook, Word and PowerPoint are close

m. Complete PC shutdown
D. Document Publishing
Export a PDF file using Adobe* InDesign CC
a. Open Adobe InDesign
b. Open the appropriate InDesign document, saved locally (Document created as part of the preparation, check File Definitions
Table for more detail)
c. Click File | Export…
d. Name your file accordingly, choose the desktop as the export location, and select ‘Adobe PDF (Print) (*.pdf)’ under ‘Save as
type’
e. Click Save
f.

Choose the Adobe PDF Preset ‘[High Quality Print]’

g. Click Export
h. Click File | Save
i.

Close Adobe InDesign

E. Video Export
Encode Video Project using Adobe Media Encoder
a. Open Adobe* Media Encoder
b. Click File | Add Source
c. Double click on pre-defined media file (4K MOV file created as part of the preparation, check File Definitions Table for more
detail)
d. In the Queue panel, select H.264 and High Quality 1080P
e. Click the green play icon in the upper right section of the Queue panel
F. Photo Editing – Contact Sheet
a. Open Adobe* Photoshop
b. Select File | Automate | Contact Sheet II
c. In the Source Images box, select ‘Folder’ under Use, and select the appropriate folder on your desktop (Image folder created
as part of the preparation, check File Definitions Table for more detail) by clicking ‘Choose . . .’, and ensure that both boxes,
‘Include Subfolders’ and ‘Group Images by Folder’, are unselected
d. In the Document box, enter the desired document specifications, ensuring that the Resolution is set at 300 pixels/inch
e. In the Thumbnails box, ensure that Place is set as ‘Across first’, ‘Use Auto-Spacing’ is selected, Columns are set to 3, Rows are
set to 4, and the Vertical and Horizontal measurements are both set at 0.014 in. ‘Rotate For Best Fit’ must be unselected
f.

In the ‘Use Filename as Caption’ box, ensure that the box is checked, and the font is set to Arial Regular 12pt

g. Click OK at the top right of the window
h. For every sheet that was created, click Save As…, then under Save as Type select ‘Photoshop PDF (*.PDF; *.PDP)’ and ensure
that the box ‘As a Copy’ is selected, as well as ‘ICC Profile: sRGB IEC61966-2.1’ and click Save
i.

If a pop-up window with the title ‘Photoshop Format Options’ appears, ensure that Maximize Compatibility is selected, and
click OK

j.

Once all files are saved, close Photoshop
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G. Photo Editing – Image Processing
a. Open Adobe* Photoshop
b. Select File | Scripts | Image Processor
c. In 1. Select the images to process, choose ‘Select Folder. . .’ and click on that same text, choosing the appropriate image folder
saved on your desktop (Image folder created as part of the preparation, check File Definitions Table for more detail). Leave
‘Open first image to apply settings’ unselected
d. In 2. Select location to save processed images, click Select Folder. . . and in the Choose Folder pop-up that opens, click Make
New Folder, and create the new folder on your desktop
e. Click OK
f.

In 3. File Type, select ‘Save as JPEG’ and select ‘Resize to Fit’. Enter the image dimensions with a width of 1200px and height
as 1800px and check ‘Convert Profile to sRGB’

g. In 4. Preferences, both items should be left unchecked
h. Click Run
i.

Once the image processing has completed, close Photoshop

H. File Copy to and from network share
a. Connect laptop via wireless connection to a shared network folder
b. Create a “laptop drop” folder on the share
c. Create a “network drop” folder on the laptop
d. Select the files on the laptop that will be used, and copy them
e. Navigate to the “laptop drop” folder and paste the files
f.

Once copied, select all the files in the “laptop drop” share and copy them

g. Navigate to the “laptop drop” folder and paste the files

Performance Tests & Claims
All tests were conducted with laptops connected to power source and power profiles set to prioritise performance.
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors.
Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software,
operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information
and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product
when combined with other products. For more information go to www.intel.com/benchmarks. Benchmark results were obtained
prior to implementation of recent software patches and firmware updates intended to address exploits referred to as “Spectre” and
“Meltdown”. Implementation of these updates may make these results inapplicable to your device or system.
The comparative analysis in this document was done by HeadGear Strategic Communications (Pty) Ltd and commissioned by Intel.
Results have been simulated and are provided for informational purposes only. Intel does not control or audit third-party benchmark
data or the web sites referenced in this document. You should visit the referenced web site and confirm whether referenced data are
accurate.
1. Faster Start-up – Start-up time calculated from power button press to Microsoft Outlook Today screen rendered on screen,
no password used. Systems: Razer Blade Stealth 13.3 – Intel® Core™ -7-8550U, 16 GB LPDDR3 2133 MHz, 512 GB PCIe M.2
SSD, Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit; HP Elitebook 8470p – Intel® Core™ i5-3360M, 4GB DDR3 1600MHz, 320GB 7200RPM SATA HDD,
Microsoft* Windows 7 Pro.
2. Triple Digit Performance Gains – Statement based on observed results when completing comparative tests for “Startup”,
“Productivity”, “Document Publishing”, “Video Export” and “Photo Editing”, comparing Razer Blade Stealth 13.3 – Intel® Core™
-7-8550U, 16 GB LPDDR3 2133 MHz, 512 GB PCIe M.2 SSD, Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit with HP Elitebook 8470p – Intel® Core™ i53360M, 4GB DDR3 1600MHz, 320GB 7200RPM SATA HDD, Microsoft* Windows 7 Pro.
3. 8th Generation Performance vs. 7th Generation - Statement based on observed results when completing comparative tests for
“Startup”, ‘Productivity” and “Video Export” comparing Razer Blade Stealth 13.3 – Intel® Core™ -7-8550U, 16 GB LPDDR3 2133
MHz, 512 GB PCIe M.2 SSD, Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit with Dell XPS 13 – Intel® Core™ i7-7500U, 8GB LPDDR3 2133 MHz, 256 GB
PCIe M.2 SSD, Windows 10 Pro 64 Bit.
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4. Up to 11 days of business productivity per year – Statement based on an 8-hour workday and 260 work days per year. “Per Week
Instance” provides a hypothetical number of instances that the corresponding event may occur, calculates total time incurred on
the 5-year-old laptop and the 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop, can expresses the difference as a number of
work days that may be saved in that scenario.
5. Up to 7 days of content creation productivity per year - Statement based on an 8-hour workday and 260 work days per year.
“Per Week Instance” provides a hypothetical number of instances that the corresponding event may occur, calculates total time
incurred on the 5-year-old laptop and the 8th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based laptop, can expresses the difference as a
number of work days that may be saved in that scenario
6. Intel® technologies' features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service
activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with
your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at https://www.intel.com.
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